Message on Republic Day 2019
Good Morning Dear colleagues, parents and students!
On behalf of the management of the Orchid school, I wish you all very
Happy Republic Day!
Independence Day and Republic Day are the festivals which I celebrate and enjoy the most! Not because My
grandfather was a freedom Fighter and My husband is a serving army Officer. Not because I have been a
part of two major wars fought in modern India, directly and indirectly!
But simply because I love my country and I am proud of being an Indian!
Year after year, I have celebrated this day as a student in school and with my students in various schools, in
most unknown places of our country. You might have not heard about the places like Teju, Demway etc. and
these are not even visible on our map as they are so tiny to grab any one’s attention.
But beauty of this amazing country is such that even in those godforsaken places when one looks at this
tricolor flying high and listen to the children singing National Anthem, one gets those goose bumps and eyes
get moist with pride and overwhelming feeling of gratitude!
I have always believed that to be born in picturesque country like India and with such intense emotions and
deep devotion towards motherland, no one can disregard the abundance our homeland offers us.
I am always positive and hopeful that our young ones will forever preserve the sanctity of our constitution,
inheritance of history and diversity of geography, assortment of artforms, plenteousness of the flora and
fauna, multiplicity of flavors, choices of beliefs and devotions!
I trust the values we have grown up with. We might make some not so positive statements about our
country, but we are sensitive and feel the obligation of making amends., we together acknowledge the
necessity of some transformations and determine to make a joint effort to bring in the change by being part
of the change!
The Indian Republic is safe and secure not just because of the advancement of war fares but also because of
the of warmth of affable Indians like all of you present here, who have been and will always get together
year after year to wish and pray for the long life of Indian Republic!
Jai Hind!
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